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Drawing newman projections worksheet

You probably don't want me to design your house. I can't look at the floor plans and see what the building will be. Similarly, when it came to understanding molecules in 3D, I wasn't natural. I especially remember that I was bad at Newman screenings! And yet, as a research organic chemist, my specialty was stereochemistry. How does that work?! More...
How do you get into stereochemy? It all squeezes into one thing - training! I thought stereochemy was an interesting challenge, and I also made an early investment in the molecular model set. I made models of everything and tried to get my head around how the object in my hand was connected to the drawings on the page. Slowly, the puzzles fit together,
and over time, I understood it better than the rest of the class. The birth of a new man... When you've mastered the art of naming alkans, sooner or later, you're going to have to draw Newman's projections in organic chemistry. And not only draw them, but convert between them and line-bond (a.g. bond-line or zig-zag) structures. In the video below, I distill the
process for this and guide you through two examples. Stop drawing bad structures! Download structural drawing templates, as seen in the video above, to draw better structures that your prof. can understand in the exam! But models are expensive! Either, I lost my, or take too long to use, or the damn atoms and ligaments are too difficult to separate them,
or... There are many reasons why the model set may not be for you. I was completely stunned. But you still need training. What is the chemist to do? Rescue technology! I feel your pain, so I've created some interactive models for you, below. Grab a pen and some paper, and use a model to draw Newman projections for each of these from a point of view by
a beady little eye. You can check your answers by expanding the tab under each question! Practice Question 1 Answer Practice Question 2 Answer Are you now a Newman Ninja? Do you feel confident with these? Like Newman a ninja? Tell me in the comments below and tell me what you think about the practice of issues with interactive molecules like this!
Notes*I learned the word grok from the American podcast and I love it! But when I use it here in Australia, no one understands. If you haven't heard it, it means understand (something) intuitively or with empathy. If you want to use a hexagonal template from a video in your own studies, fill out and submit the form below to get it as a free PDF. If you see this
message, it means that we are having trouble uploading external resources to our website. If you are behind a web filter, make sure *.kastatic.org and *.kasandbox.org unblocked. Let's talk about the conformations first. These, also called conforms or conformacial isomers, are different arrangements of atoms that arise as a result of rotation about individual
bindings. For example, in the next molecule, we can have arrangement of atoms by rotating around the middle σ ligaments:Most often these rotations occur very quickly at room temperature, so conformations are not considered to be different compounds. So for now remember that just because the structures look different, it does not mean that they
represent different compounds:It becomes a different junction when atoms are differently connected (constitutional isomers) or it is not possible to interconnect between different atoms with rotations around individual bonds (stereoizomers). Conformations can show Bond-line (zig-zag), Sawhorse or Newman projections:Newman ProjectionsThe time is a
better perspective of rotating around one bond when looking through that bond. Newman's projection is a representation of a molecule that looks through a C-C single bond. For each Newman projection, you need to determine the bond and direction you're looking for. For example, for our molecule we can look through the C1-C2 bond (although it can pass
through any bond). The direction is usually displayed with an eye symbol:So in this one we can, if we look from top left, and the carbon in the front will be carbon 1 and behind it we have carbon 2. The corresponding Newman projection would be as follows: The circle is an imaginary object that is placed between carbon, so that the groups on each carbon are
clearly defined in the Newman projection. That wasn't so clear, was it? How did the bands appear in the Newman projection? Let's replace the simple eye symbol with this guy. The reason for this is important to see which groups point to where up, down, top left, top right, etc. Here you can see that Cl is top right, H is on the upper left, methyl is straight down.
And that's all the first carbon:On the second carbon we have OH pointing straight up, Br at the bottom left and H on the bottom right. Much better! The molecule may have several of Newman's projections, the aforementioned, to draw Newman's projection molecule, to be bonded and as a viewer. Given the angle, Newman's projection of a given molecule
may look completely different. For example, if you looked through the C1-C2 bond of the previous molecule, from the bottom left, you would get it:These two Newman projections represent the same compound that can be confirmed by turning one of them 180o thru a os:So one thing you remember here is that there is no correlation regarding the wedge
group is always on the right, or the group is on the left scrolling Etc. And it's a common pattern of confusion when you're learning Newman's projections. Think about it like this – Just because the dog's tail is on the right doesn't mean it's always the right statement. It depends on the direction you are looking at the dog:Notice also that sample templates for the
two Newman vary. In the first, the front carbon, has a Y shape, while in the second, it faces Y. This simply depends on the pattern of zig-zag and if you visualize the layout of the model with open arms instead of a simple eye, it will be much easier to get the correct pattern. Staggered and Eclipsed Conformations - AngleLet's dihedral take our molecule and up
to a 180o rotation of the first carbon around the C1-C2 bond:And now, let's draw the Newman projection still looking from the top-left:What we notice that all the groups on the back carbon are one on the front carbon. They're all in sync. This is called eclipsed conformation (lunar eclipse). In other words, as among each group of eclipses is 0o. As among these
groups, it is called the Diedral Angle. You notice that it's as diedral as in all the Newman projections we've done before, 60o. The unsecting of groups on every carbon. Now that it's as deadral as 60o, it's called a swung conformation:The swinging conformations are more stable than the eclipse conformation. Atoms like the universe and closer, the more
unacceptable conformation is. Depending on the angle of deathral between the two larger groups, the uptight conformation of Anti (180o) or Gauche (60o) may be tightened. A good example is butane: Below is an energy diagram of all the swollen and eclipse conformations of butane. If you want to understand how transformation from conformation to
another occurs, imagine holding the front carbon and rotating the back carbon for 60o. Of course, they're both really spinning, and we're only doing it to make it easier to visualize:The closer you place large methyl groups, the more compliance is unacceptable. Or, as is the case, the greater the distance between large groups, the more stable the
conformation. Also, the larger the groups, the more they are inconsistent with eclipse and gauche conformations. You notice that any swinging conformation is more stable than the most stable conformation of the eclipse and the compliance of the gauche is less stable than the counter-compliance. You can read more about the energy associated with the
various conformations described as Torsional and Steric in the next post. Newman's projections are representations of molecules that look at the bonds between the two carbons, which are usually used to visualize rotation around one bond. These different rotations of Newman Projections are called conformations. They order the stereochema of substitutes
on two carbon atoms, with a large circle representing the last (or distal) carbon and a small point representing the front (or proximal) carbon. Drawing Newman ProjectionsBondline, Sawhorse and Newman Where bondline (a.g. skeletal structure) looks at a molecule perpendicular to its bonds, Newman's projection looks at the molecule-down bond between
the two atoms. Left to right, we are looking for ethany as it rotates slightly. We start from the bondline, rotate the molecule so that the carbon on the left moves closer to us to see it as a sawdust, and then continue to rotate it to look at the molecule's head. Bondline's Newman prepares Newman together. First, we must select a template to use: the Y sign or
the peace sign. Newman projected proposalsE is not so hard to determine which to use; All we have to do is look at the orientation of the surrogates on the atom closest to our eye. Let's make one with the good, old Ethane. Ethane eyeballOkay, so I went ahead and drew my eyes to show exactly where we're looking. The carbon closer to the eye egg has
three hydrogens – one in the plane facing straight down and the other two facing up to the wedge and the line. Looking at the suggestions, which one has a replacement on the front carbon, facing straight down? Y! Add our color code hydrogen to the template! Ethane Newman Brown and yellow hydrogen are fairly simple because they are in the plane and
facing straight down or up. Let's go through the other surrogates. Remember that a large circle represents the last carbon, and the place where all the lines connect is the front carbon. The wedge means it's coming from the side (towards you), and the move means it's going away (away from you). In Bondline, we can see that light blue hydrogen would be to
the left of the eye ball and above the carbon-carbon bond, so it has to be on the left in our Newman. The red carbon is on the back carbon, facing down and to the right of the eye ball, so it must be on the back carbon on the right. All right, now let's practice and try bhutan! What kind of template should we use for this molecule from the eye point of view? I
drew it when I was looking at the C2-C3 link. Butane eyeballNotice here to have the nearest eye cider yellow methyl group (CH3), facing straight up in the plane and two hydrogens, facing down and on a wedge and scroll. What template should we use? Peace sign, of course! Let's move on and add substitutes. But the Newman Newman Methyls were quite
light because they were facing straight up and down the various carbon atoms, but the hydrogenes might have been a little complicated. This time, given that we are looking at the right side of the molecule, we would be indented surrogates on the left side of our Newman projections. Conformations Wait a second... Don't the bonds spin freely? Da! We need
to think about compliance here. If we look at the butane, the front carbon (C2) should be exactly the same and rotate the last carbon (C3). It is always better to keep one static and rotate another; rotating both at the same time can confuse. Newman's swollen projections are the front carbon and rear carbon substitute 60 degrees from each other. We limit this
as stunning compliance. There is a slight difference between the first Newman and the second, though. V Newman, the front and back of the carbon carbon groups are as distant as possible: 180 degrees. When the maximum substitutes are 180 degrees apart, this confirmation is referred to as an anti, specific type of swollen certificate. In the second
Newman, the methyl groups are only 60 degrees apart. When the largest substitutes are 60º or 120º apart, the conformation is called gauche. What happens when the front and back carbon substitutes are 0º apart and overlap? Let's see below: Eclipsed NewmanV both Newman projections are overlapping. When substitutes match, the molecule has greater
energy (lower stability) due to the steric interactions between the front and the last carbon substitutes. Such a conformation is called an eclipse. As before, there's also a difference between Newman's projections. The first Newman has two overlapping hydrogen hydrogen hydrogen hydrogen. Since our two largest groups, methyl, do not overlap in this case, I
would call it a conformation frown. The other Newman has two of the largest groups that overlap, so we call it a total eclipse. This form of eclipse conformation is actually highest in energy (lowest stability) because larger groups have larger sterical interactions; Simply put, they bump into each other more. Energy diagramiLet put all this together and set an
example of a visual representation of the different energy levels of our conformations using hexane. First, we draw Hexane into his highest energy conformation, looking down the C3-C4 bond. That wasn't that hard, was it? I noticed that I actually drew two equivalent projections, but the other used Et for ethyl instead of CH2CH3. Let's look at the energy levels
when the right-hearted angle (as between the front and last carbon substitutes) changes. The energy diagramS on the left side of the diagram have completely multiplied the hexane with the highest energy of any of the conformations. When we rotate in such a way that we have a diedral 60º, the energy drops since we end up in the gauche conformation.
120º is another eclipse conformation, so jump up again. Turning to 180º gives us the lowest energy and that makes sense because our two largest groups are against. 240 degrees equals 120 degrees, 300 equals 60, and 360 equals our starting point. Cyclohexane Newman ProjectionsCikloheksan chair conformation may also be ordered through Newman
projection, but it's a little different. In fact, we use two Newman projections that are stuck together, and we call it double Newman. Draw one for (1R,2R,4S)-4-chloro-2-iodo-1-mtilciclohexaban. Cyclohexane NewmanBasically, all we have to do is create two separate Newman projections and connect them through two different carbons. It really helps to pick
two carbons that don't have a substitute for it. It's me. different carbon atoms to be able to follow. You notice that my dual Newman can be divided into two different Newman projections with template Y. This is because the chair conformation, the iod is axial down and chlorine is equatorial upwards. Let's turn the conformation of the chair into the planar and
see if it's a little easier to see what that would look like. The planning man is a little bit easier for Newman, isn't it? See how I drew two extra eye eggs? The red eyeball looks down between chlorine carbon and red carbon, and the projection of this Newman bond is on the left side of the double Newman. The blue apple ball looks at the bond between io's
carbon and blue carbon in the back, and Newman's projection of the bond is on the right side. Johnny Betancourt Betancourt
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